
HCRC Dialogue Structure Coding Manual�Jean Carletta, HCRC, University of EdinburghAmy Isard, HCRC, University of EdinburghStephen Isard, CSTR, University of EdinburghJacqueline Kowtko, CSTR, University of EdinburghGwnyeth Doherty-Sneddon, HCRC, University of GlasgowAnne Anderson, HCRC, University of GlasgowJune 3, 1996AbstractCurrently, many researchers are using coding of discourse and dialoguephenomena in collected corpora to study the dynamics of dialogue. This man-ual describes a coding system based on utterance function, game structure,and higher level transaction structure, which has been applied to a corpus ofspontaneous task-oriented spoken dialogues.1 IntroductionThe current coding schemes have been applied to the HCRC Map Task Corpus(Anderson et al. 1991), which is a collection of 128 task-oriented dialogues involv-ing approximately �fteen hours of speech. In the dialogues, two participants haveslightly di�erent versions of a simple map with approximately �fteen landmarkson it. One participant's map has a route printed on it; the task is for the otherparticipant to duplicate the route. An example route giver map is given in �gure 1.The trials balance the familiarity of the speakers | whether they were acquaintedbefore the experiment | and whether eye contact was possible between the speak-ers or was blocked by a thin screen. There was also variation in matching betweenlandmarks on the participants' maps, in opportunities for contrastive stress, and inphonological characteristics of landmark names. Some trials were videoed as wellas being tape-recorded.Three levels of dialogue structure have been devised for the Map Task Corpus,similar to the three middle levels of Sinclair and Coulthard's (1975) analysis ofclassroom discourse. At the highest level, dialogues are divided into transactions,which are subdialogues that accomplish one major step in the participants' plan forachieving the task. The size and shape of transactions is largely dependent on thetask. In the map task, route givers typically divide the route into manageable seg-ments. A typical transaction is a subdialogue which gets the route follower to drawone route segment on the map. Transactions are made up of conversational games,which are often also called dialogue games (Carlson 1983; Levin and Moore 1977;Power 1979), interactions (Houghton 1986), or exchanges (Sinclair and Coulthard1975). All forms of conversational games embody the observation that, by and�This work was completed within the Dialogue Group of the Human Communication ResearchCentre, funded by an Interdisciplinary Research centre Grant form the Economic and Social Re-search Council (U.K.) to the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow and grant number G9111013of the Joint Councils Initiative. 1



Figure 1: An example route giver's map.2



large, questions are followed by answers, statements by acceptance or denial, andso on. Game analysis makes use of this regularity to di�erentiate between \initia-tions" which set up an expectation about what will follow, and \responses" whichful�ll those expectations. In addition, games are often di�erentiated by the kindof purpose which they have, for example, getting information from the partner orproviding information. A conversational game is a set of utterances starting withan initiation and encompassing all utterances up until the purpose of the gamehas been either ful�lled (e.g., the requested information has been transferred) orabandoned. Games can nest within each other if one game is initiated to serve thelarger goal of a game which has already been initiated (for instance, if a question ison the oor but the hearer needs to ask a clari�catory question before answering).Games are themselves made up of conversational moves, which are simply di�erentkinds of initiations and responses classi�ed according to their purposes. All 128map task dialogues have been game and move coded; to date only a small subsetof the corpus has been transaction coded. An example of a dialogue coded for allthree levels is given in section 5.2 The Move Coding SchemeThe move coding analysis is the most substantial of the coding schemes. It wasdeveloped by extending the moves which make up Houghton's (1986) interactionframes to �t the kinds of interactions found in the map task dialogues. The distinc-tions used to classify moves are summarised in �gure 2.2.1 Initiating MovesThe coding scheme distinguishes the following move types, all of which set up theexpectation of a response. Initiating moves often occur at the beginning of a game,where they introduce a new discourse purpose into the dialogue.2.1.1 The Instruct MoveAn instruct move commands the partner to carry out any action other than theone implicit in queries (i.e., \tell me the answer to this question"). The instructioncan be quite indirect, as in (4) below, as long as it is obvious that there is a speci�caction which the instructor intends to elicit (in this case, putting the pen downat the start). In the map task, this usually involves the route giver telling theroute follower how to navigate part of the route. Participants can also give otherinstruct moves, such as telling the partner to go through something again butmore slowly. In these and later examples, \G" denotes the instruction giver, theparticipant who knows the route, and \F", the instruction follower, the one whois being told the route. Editorial comments which help to establish the dialoguecontext are given in square brackets.Example 1G: Go right round, ehm, until you get to just above them.Example 2G: If you come in a wee bit so that you're about an inch away from both edges.Example 3G: And I want you to go towards the left-hand side of the page.3
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Example 4G: We're going to start above th... directly above the telephone kiosk.Example 5F: Say it... start again.Example 6F: Go. [as �rst move of dialogue]2.1.2 The Explain MoveAn explain states information which has not been elicited by the partner. (Ifthe information were elicited, the move would be a response, such as a reply to aquestion.) The information can be some fact about either the domain or the stateof the plan or task.Example 7G: Where the dead tree is on the other side of the stream there's farmed land.Example 8G: I've got a great viewpoint away up in the top left-hand corner.Example 9F: I have to jump a stream.Example 10F: I'm in between the remote village and the pyramid.Example 11G: I do hope that's better than the last one was.Example 12F: Yeah, that's what I thought you were talking about.2.1.3 The Check MoveA check move requests the partner to con�rm information that the checker hassome reason to believe, but is not entirely sure about. Typically the informationto be con�rmed is something which the partner has tried to convey explicitly orsomething which the checker believes was meant to be inferred from what the part-ner has said. In principle, check moves could cover past dialogue events (e.g., \Itold you about the land mine, didn't I?") or any other information that the partneris in a position to con�rm. However, check moves are almost always about someinformation which the checker has been told. One exception in the map task occurswhen a participant is explaining a route for the second time to a di�erent routefollower, and asks for con�rmation that a feature occurs on the partner's map eventhough it has not yet been mentioned in the current dialogue.5



Example 13G: ... you go up to the top left-hand corner of the stile, but you're only,say about a centimetre from the edge, so that's your line.F: OK, up to the top of the stile?Example 14G: Ehm, curve round slightly to your right.F: To my right?G: Yes.F: As I look at it?Example 15G: Right, em, go to your right towards the carpenter's house.F: Alright well I'll need to go below, I've got a blacksmith marked.G: Right, well you do that.F: Do you want it to go below the carpenter? [*]G: No, I want you to go up the left hand side of it towards green bay andmake it a slightly diagonal line, towards, em sloping to the right.F: So you want me to go above the carpenter? [**]G: Uh-huh.F: Right.Note that in example 15, the move marked * is not a check because it asks fornew information, but the move marked ** is a check because F has inferred theinformation from G's prior contributions and wishes to have con�rmation.2.1.4 The Align MoveAn align move checks the attention or agreement of the partner, or his readinessfor the next move. At most points in task-oriented dialogue, there is some piece ofinformation which one of the participants is trying to transfer to the other partic-ipant. The purpose of the most common type of align move is for the transfererto know that the information has been successfully transferred, so that they canclose that part of the dialogue and move on. If the transferee has acknowledged theinformation clearly enough, an align move may not be necessary. If the transfererneeds more evidence of success, then alignment can be achieved in two ways. If thetransferer is su�ciently con�dent that the transfer has been successful, a questionsuch as \OK?" su�ces. Some participants ask for this kind of con�rmation immedi-ately after issuing an instruction, probably in order to force more explicit responsesto what they say. Transferers who have less con�dence about the transfer can askfor con�rmation of some fact which the transferee should be able to infer from thetransferred information, since this provides stronger evidence of success. Althoughalign moves usually occur in the context of an uncon�rmed information transfer,participants also use them at hiatuses in the dialogue to check that \everything isOK" (i.e., that the partner is ready to move on) without asking about anything inparticular.Example 16G: OK? [after an instruction and an acknowledgement]Example 17G: You should be skipping the edge of the page by about half an inch,OK? 6



Example 18G: Then move that point up half an inch so you've got a kind of diagonalline again.F: Right.G: This is the left-hand edge of the page, yeah?F: Yeah, okay.2.1.5 The Query-yn MoveA query-yn asks the partner any question which takes a "yes" or "no" answer anddoes not count as a check or an align. In the map task, these questions are mostoften about what the partner has on the map. They are also quite often questionswhich serve to focus the attention of the partner on a particular part of the mapor which ask for domain or task information where the speaker does not think thatinformation can be inferred from the dialogue context.Example 19G: Do you have a stone circle at the bottom?Example 20G: I've mucked this up completely have I?Example 21F: I've got Dutch Elm.G: Dutch Elm. Is it written underneath the tree?Example 22G: Have you got a haystack on your map?F: YeahG: Right just move straight down from there, then,F: Past the blacksmith? [with no previous mention of blacksmith or anydistance straight down]Example 23G: ... and then straight up so that you're... see where your farmer's gate is?2.1.6 The Query-w MoveA query-w is any query which is not covered by the other categories. Althoughmost moves classi�ed as query-w are wh-questions, otherwise unclassi�able queriesalso go in this category. This includes questions which ask the partner to choose onealternative from a set, as long as the set is not \yes" and \no". Although technicallythe tree of coding distinctions allows for a check or an align to take the form ofa wh-question, this is unusual in English. In both align and check moves, thespeaker tends to have an answer in mind, and it is more natural to formulate themas yes-no questions. Therefore in English all wh-questions tend to be categorisedas query-w.Example 24G: Towards the chapel and then you'veF: Towards what? 7



Example 25G: Right, okay. Just move round the crashed spaceship so that you've... you reach the �nish, which should be left ... just left of the ... thechestnut tree.F: Left of the bottom or left of the top of the chestnut tree?Example 26F: No I've got a... I've got a trout farm over to the right underneathIndian Country here.G: Mmhmm.I want you to go three inches past that going south, in other words justto the level of that, I mean, not the trout farm.F: To the level of what?2.2 Response movesThe following moves are used within games after an initiation, and serve to ful�llthe expectations set up within the game.2.2.1 The Acknowledge MoveAn acknowledge move is a verbal response which minimally shows that thespeaker has heard the move to which it responds, and often also demonstrates thatthe move was understood and accepted. Verbal acknowledgements do not have toappear even after substantial explanations and instructions, since acknowledgementcan be given non-verbally, especially in dialogue modalities with eye contact, andbecause the partner may not wait for one to occur. Clark and Schaefer (1989) give�ve kinds of evidence that an utterance has been accepted: continued attention,initiating a relevant utterance, verbally acknowledging the utterance, demonstrat-ing an understanding of the utterance by paraphrasing it, and repeating part or allof the utterance verbatim. Of these kinds of evidence, only the last three countas acknowledge moves in this coding scheme; the �rst kind leaves no trace in adialogue transcript to be coded, and the second involves making some other, moresubstantial dialogue move.Example 27G: Ehm, if you... you're heading southwards.F: Mmhmm.Example 28G: Do you have a stone circle at the bottom?F: No.G: No, you don't.2.2.2 The Reply-y MoveA reply-y is any reply to any query with a yes-no surface form which means"yes", however that is expressed. Since reply-y moves are elicited responses, theynormally only appear after query-yn, align, and check moves.Example 29G: See the third seagull along?F: Yeah. 8



Example 30G: Do you have seven beeches?F: I do.Example 31F: Green Bay?G: Uh-huh.Example 32G: Do you want me to run by that one again?F: Yeah, if you could.2.2.3 The Reply-n MoveSimilar to reply-y, a reply to a a query with a yes/no surface form which means"no" is a reply-n.Example 33G: Do you have the west lake, down to your left?F: No.Example 34G: So you're at a point that's probably two or three inches away fromboth the top edge, and the left-hand side edge. Is that correct?F: No, no at the moment.One caveat about the meaning of the di�erence between reply-y and reply-n: there is a rare class of queries which include negation (e.g., "You don't have aswamp?"; "You're not anywhere near the coast?"). As for the other replies, whetherthe answer is coded as a reply-y or a reply-n depends on the surface form of theanswer, even though in this case "yes" and "no" can mean the same thing.2.2.4 The Reply-w MoveA reply-w is any reply to any type of query which doesn't simply mean "yes" or"no".Example 35G: And then below that, what've you got?F: A forest stream.Example 36G: No, but right, �rst, before you come to the bakery do another weelumpF: Why?G: Because I say.Example 37F: Is this before or after the backward l s?G: This is before it. 9



2.2.5 The Clarify MoveA clarify move is a reply to some kind of question in which the speaker tells thepartner something over and above what was strictly asked. If the new informationis substantial enough, then the utterance is coded as two moves, a reply followedby an explain, but in many cases, the information added is insubstantial enoughthat it would be inappropriate to code it as a separate move. Route givers tendto make clarify moves when the route follower seems unsure of what to do, butthere isn't a speci�c problem on the agenda (such as a landmark now known not tobe shared).Example 38G: And then, have you got the pirate ship?F: Mmhmm.G: Just curve from the point, go right ... go down and curve into theright til you reach the tip of the pirate shipF: So across the bay?G: Yeah, through the water.F: So I just go straight down?G: Straight down, and curve to the right, til you're in line with the pirate ship.Example 39[... instructions which keep them on land...]F: So I'm going over the bay?G: Mm, no, you're still on land.2.2.6 SummaryAll of these response movesmove forward towards the goal proposed by the initiatingmoves which they follow. It is also theoretically possible at any point in the dialogueto refuse to take on the proposed goal, either because the responder feels that thereare better ways to serve some shared higher level dialogue goal or because theresponder does not share the same goals as the initiator. Often refusal takes theform of ignoring the initiation and simply initiating some other move. However,it is also possible to make such refusals explicit; for instance, a participant couldrebu� a question with \No, let's talk about...", an initiation with \What do youmean | that won't work!", or an explanation about the location of an object with\Is it?", said with an appropriately unbelieving intonation. One might considerthese cases akin to acknowledge moves, but with a negative slant. These caseswere su�ciently rare in the corpora used to develop the coding scheme that it wasimpractical to include a category for them. However, it is possible that in otherlanguages or communicative settings this behaviour will be more prevalent. Griceand Savino (1995) found that such a category was necessary when coding Italianmap task dialogues where speakers were very familiar with each other and calledthe category object.2.3 The Ready MoveIn addition to the initiation and response moves, the coding scheme identi�es readymoves as moves which occur after the close of a dialogue game and prepare theconversation for a new game to be initiated. Speakers often use utterances suchas \OK" and \right" to serve this purpose. It is a moot point whether readymoves should form a distinct move class or should be treated as discourse markersattached to the subsequent moves, but the distinction is not a critical one, since10



either interpretation can be placed on the coding. It is often appropriate to considerready moves as distinct, complete moves in order to emphasise the comparisonwith acknowledge moves, which are often just as short and even contain muchthe same words as ready moves.Example 40G: Okay. Now go straight down.Example 41G: Now I have banana tree instead.Example 42G: Right, if you move up very slightly to the right along to the right.3 The Game Coding SchemeMoves are the building blocks for conversational game structure, which reects thegoal structure of the dialogue. In the move coding, a set of initiating moves weredi�erentiated, all of which signal some kind of purpose in the dialogue. For instance,instructions signal that the speaker intends the hearer to follow the command,queries signal that the speaker intends to acquire the information requested, andstatements signal that the speaker intends the hearer to acquire the informationgiven. A conversational game is a sequence of moves starting with an initiationand encompassing all moves up until that initiation's purpose is either ful�lled orabandoned.There are two important components of any game coding scheme. The �rst isan identi�cation of the game's purpose; in this case, the purpose is identi�ed simplyby the name of the game's initiating move. The second is some explanation ofhow games are related to each other. The simplest, paradigmatic relationships areimplemented in computer-computer dialogue simulations, such as those of Power(1979), Houghton (1986), and Guinn (1994). In these simulations, once a gamehas been opened, the participants work on the goal of the game until they bothbelieve that it has been achieved or that it should be abandoned. This may involveembedding new games with subservient purposes to the top level one being played(for instance, clari�cation subdialogues about some crucial missing information),but the embedding structure is always clear and mutually understood. Althoughsome natural dialogue is this orderly, much of it is not; participants are free toinitiate new games at any time (even while the partner is speaking), and thesenew games can introduce new purposes rather than serving some purpose which isalready present in the dialogue. In addition, natural dialogue participants often failto make clear to their partners what their goals are. This makes it very di�cult todevelop a reliable coding scheme for complete game structure.The game coding scheme simpli�es these issues to those aspects of embeddedstructure which are of the most interest. First, the beginning of new games is coded,naming the game's purpose according to the game's initiating move. Although allgames beginning with an initiating move (possibly with a ready move prependedto it), not all initiating moves begin games, since some of the initiating movesserve to continue existing games or remind the partner of the main purpose ofthe current game again. Second, where games end or are abandoned is marked.Finally, games are marked as either occurring at top level or being embedded (atsome unspeci�ed depth) in the game structure, and thus being subservient to sometop level purpose. The goal of these de�nitions is to give enough information tostudy relationships between game structure and other aspects of dialogue whilstkeeping those relationships simple enough to code.11



4 The Transaction Coding SchemeTransaction coding gives the subdialogue structure of complete task-oriented dia-logues, with each transaction being built up of several dialogue games and corre-sponding to one step of the task. In most map task dialogues, the participantsbreak the route into manageable segments and deal with them one by one. Becausetransaction structure for map task dialogues is so closely linked to what the partic-ipants do with the maps, the maps are included in the analysis. The coding systemhas two components: (1) how route givers divide conveying the route into subtasksand what parts of the dialogue serve each of the subtasks, and (2) what actionsthe route follower takes and when. The coding system was devised to be usable bynaive coders; the written instructions which are given to them are in appendix A.The basic route giver coding identi�es the start and end of each segment andthe subdialogue which conveys that route segment. However, map task participantsdo not always proceed along the route in an orderly fashion; as confusions arise,they often have to return to parts of the route which were previously discussed andwhich one or both of them thought had been successfully completed. In addition,participants occasionally overview an upcoming segment in order to provide a basiccontext for their partners, without the expectation that their partners will be ableto act upon their descriptions, as in the following transaction:G: And what we're basically going to be... where we're basically goingto be going is towards.. I'll t-say this sort of globallyF: Mmm-hmmm.G: then I'll do it more precisely. What we're basically doing is going,erm, south-east and then, erm, north-east, so you can imagine... abit like a diamond shape if you like.F: Mmm.G: Southeast then northeastF: Mmm.G: and then northwest and then north, but the line's a lot more wavythan that. I'm just trying to give you some kind of overall picture.F: Mmm.G: It may not be very useful but.They also sometimes engage in subdialogues which are not relevant to any seg-ment of the route, sometimes about the experimental setup but often nothing at allto do with the task. Other types of subdialogues are possible (such as checking theplacement of all map landmarks before describing any of the route, or concludingthe dialogue by reviewing the entire route), but were not included in the codingscheme because of their rarity; each behaviour only occurred once or twice in the128 dialogues of the Map Task Corpus. This gives four transaction types: `nor-mal', `review', `overview', and `irrelevant'. Coding involves marking where in thedialogue transcripts a transaction starts and which of the four types it is, and forall but `irrelevant' transactions, indicating the start and end point of the relevantroute section using numbered crosses on a copy of the route giver's map. The endsof transactions were not explicitly coded because, generally speaking, transactionsdo not appear to nest; if a transaction is interrupted to, for instance, review a pre-vious route segment, participants by and large restart the goal of the interruptedtransaction afterwards. It is possible that transactions are simply too large for theparticipants to remember how to pick up where they left o�. Note that it is possiblefor several transactions (even of the same type) to have the same starting point onthe route.The basic route follower coding identi�es whether the follower action was draw-ing a segment of the route or crossing out a previously drawn segment, the start12



and end points of the relevant segment, indexed using numbered crosses on a copyof the route follower's map.5 Example Dialogue Structure CodingThe following is an example of the three levels of dialogue structure coding. Trans-action coding is represented on lines which begin with the unique identi�ers *A and*B. Each *A line marks the beginning of a transaction and gives the coordinatesof the start and end points of the route segment which the route giver is tryingto convey by that transaction. (The coding scheme does not allow transactions tooverlap, so marking the ends of transactions would be redundant.) Each *A linetakes one of the following forms, where things which are underlined are literal:For normal transactions: *A index point-one,point-twoFor review transactions: *A index point-one,point-two rFor non-goal-directed segments: *A index irrelevantEach index is a unique positive integer; the indices start at 1 at the beginning ofeach dialogue and increment. In this example, the points are represented as indicesto points on the maps as given in �gures 3 and 4.*B lines are placed to the nearest turn where the route follower actually beginsto draw the line on the map:For drawing: *B point-one,point-twoFor scribbling out: *B point-one,point-two scribbleNote that because often turns overlap and because drawing can begin betweenturns, placement of *B lines can only be approximate. Drawing *B lines give thepoints where the route follower started and ended the line, indexed on a hardcopyof the route giver's map. Erasing *B lines give the points describing the line whichwas scribbled out at that time.Game coding is represented on *E and *End lines, representing the start and endof games, respectively; \em" stands for \embedded" and \aban" for \abandoned".\IG" and \IF" designate whether the instruction giver or instruction follower initi-ated the game. Move coding is represented on *M lines, with the name of the typeof move given. An equals sign (=) between two move names means that the coderwas unwilling to commit to one or the other and so was \hedging"; this was allowedbut discouraged. Overlapped speech is notated loosely by placing angle bracketsaround the a�ected turns; where the overlap breaks up a single move, the movecoding is given only once, attached to the larger half of the move. Any additionalcommentary from the coders is placed on *C lines.*TA 1*A 1 1,2*E 1 IG instructStart at the extinct volcano,*M instructand go down round the tribal settlement.*M instructAnd then*M instruct 13
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*TB 2*E 2 IF query-w emWhereabouts is the tribal settlement?*M query-w*TA 3It's at the bottom.It's to the left of the {a e} extinct volcano.*M reply-w*TB 4*B 1,2Right.*M acknowledge*End 2*E 3 IF query-w emHow far?*M query-w*TA 5{m Ehm}, at the opposite side.*M clarify*TB 6To the opposite side.*M acknowledge*End 3*E 4 IF query-w emIs it underneath the rope bridge or to the {a lef}*M query-w*TA 7It's underneath the rope bridge.*M reply-y*End 4*End 1*A 2 2,3*B 2,3*E 5 IG instructAnd then from the tribal settlement go straight up towards the ropebridge and over the rope bridge.*B 3,4Then down three steps and along to above the volcano.*M instruct*TB 8*E 6 IF query-w em{x Eh}, {a d} ... Is down three steps below or above the machete?*M query-w*TA 9{x Ah}. The machete's not on my map.*M reply-w = explain 16



*TB 10{x Oh}.*M acknowledge*End 6*TA 11*B 4,5Down three lines.*M instruct*TB 12Right.*M acknowledge*TA 13*B 5,6And then along as far as the volcano but above it,*M instruct*B 6,7and stop underneath the collapsed shelter but away from it a bit,*M instruct*TB 14Right.*M acknowledge*End 5*TA 15*A 3 3,4*E 7 IG instructAnd go up to about the middle of the map.*M instruct*TB 16*B 7,8The middle of the map.*M acknowledge*TA 17And stop.*M instruct*TB 18*E 8 IF check emJust slightly above the crevasse?*M check*TA 19That's not on my map either.*M reply-w = explain*End 8*A 4 4,5*B 8,9{m Ehm}, go to your left again into about the middle.17



*M instruct*TB 20*E 9 IF explain emI think that would bring me over the crevasse.*M explain*TA 21Well, it's not on my map.*M explain*TB 22No? {x Oh}.*M acknowledge*End 9*TA 23*B 9,10Well. Go a quarter of the way along the pageand down again.*M instruct*TB 24*B 10,11*E 10 IF explain emThat'll take me right into it.*M explain*TA 25Well.*M acknowledge*End 10Go right along instead then.*M instruct*TB 26*E 11 IF check aban emAlong to the left?*M check*End 11*TA 27*E 12 IG query-yn emIs the Saxon barn on your map?*M query-yn*TB 28*B 8,12Yes.*M reply-y*End 12*TA 29Well, go along to the Saxon barn, 18



*M instruct*End 7*A 5 5,6*E 13 IG instructand down past the pelicans.*M instruct*TB 30*E 14 IF explain em*B 9,11 scribble*C scribbles out entire T-shaped mistake involving 9,10,11Not marked on my map.*M explain*End 14*TA 31{m Ehm}, go down from the Saxon barn, {m ehm},*M instruct*TB 32*E 15 IF query-w em< To the /*TA 33{a T}*TB 34left or right of it? >*M query-w*TA 35Straight down to the left.*M clarify*TB 36Left of it, right.*M acknowledge*End 15*TA 37And just above the rope bridgeand then along to your left again.*M instruct*TB 38*B 12,13Okay.*M acknowledge*End 13*TA 39*A 6 6,7*E 16 IG instructAnd from there go straight up to the top of the map19



to the golden beach at the top left-hand corner,passing the white mountain.*M instruct*TB 40*E 17 IF explain em{u But} golden beach is in the top right-hand corner.*M explain*TA 41< Left-hand corner, sorry.{x Oh}.*M acknowledge*E 18 IG explain emThere's /*TB 42But there's a*TA 43two golden beaches on this map as well. >*M explain*End 18*End 17*TB 44*E 19 IF check emRight, above the white mountain?*M check*TA 45*B 13,14{g Mmhmm}.*M reply-y*End 19And then stop.*M instruct*End 16*A 7 7,8*E 20 IG instructThen turn to your right,*M instruct*TB 46Right.*M acknowledge*TA 47and go along to the middle of the map.*M instruct*TB 48*E 21 IF check em{a B} ... {x Eh}, underneath slate mountain?*M check 20



*TA 49No.*M reply-nJust to the {a e} ... the end of slate mountain.*M clarify*TB 50*B 14,15Right.*M acknowledge*End 21*End 20*TA 51*A 8 8,9*B 15,16*E 22 IG instructThen go over slate mountain,*M instruct*TB 52Right.*M acknowledge*TA 53*A 9 9,10And turn to your left, into the middle of the map.That'd be your right, I suppose.*M instruct*TB 54*E 23 IF check emTo my right.Now very close to the right of the page.*M check*TA 55No.*M reply-nLeft then.*M clarify*End 23*End 22*TB 56*E 24 IF query-wThen whereabouts?*M query-w*TA 57Into the middle.*M clarify*End 24 21



*A 10 10,11*B 16,17*E 25 IG instructThen stop and go straight down at the side of the secret valley.*M instruct*TB 58*E 26 IF query-w emLeft or right side?*M query-w*TA 59Left.*M clarify*TB 60*B 17,18Left side.Right, okay.*M acknowledge*End 26*TA 61*B 18,19And go along underneath the secret valleyand finish.*M instruct*TB 62Right.*M acknowledge*End 25
22



A Transaction Coding Instructions for Naive CodersIn the HCRC Map Task Dialogues, two subjects are each given similarmaps like the ones shown here, one of which has a route drawn on it.They can't see each others' maps, although sometimes they can see eachothers' faces. The instruction-giver has the map with the route onit, and has to describe the route to the instruction-follower, whodraws it on his own map.The instruction-giver usually seems to divide the route up into piecesin her head, and describe each one in turn. Our aim is to identifythe beginning and end of each of these pieces and to mark whichsections of the dialogue go with which pieces of the route. In orderto do this successfully, we must show that people who have neverworked with the Map Task before but who are given instructions willall come to similar conclusions about the start and end point of eachof these sections. We will give you four maps and whole dialogues,and ask you to divide them into sections according to the instructionsbelow.Here is an example from the middle of a dialogue of one piece of route:GIVER: Have you got a white mountain?FOLLOWER:Uh-huh.GIVER: Go straight up from there, ehm, slightly curving a bit roundthe white mountain.FOLLOWER:Over the top of it, uh-huh?GIVER: No.Don't go over it. Stop when you're parallel to the top of thewhite mountain.FOLLOWER:Okay. Mmhmm.If both participants start to speak at the same time, this is markedwith < at the beginning of the overlapping section and > at the end,with / marking a sentence which is carried over to the next turn. Forexample:GIVER: < Okay, I want you /FOLLOWER:Just below there. 23



GIVER: to get to the concealed hideout. >MARKING THE MAPWhen you have worked out where the start and end points of a pieceare, mark them each with a cross on the map. If you are not certainexactly where to put a cross, put it in the middle of the sectionwhere you think it might be.Sometimes the participants think that they have completed a sectionbut discover later that something has gone wrong, and go back to tryagain. This will lead to them describing the same part of the routetwo or more times. They may not divide the route in exactly the sameway the second time they go over it, so you may have to add extracrosses.When you have identified all the crosses, number them in order fromthe beginning of the route to the end.MARKING THE TRANSCRIPTThe transcripts consist of lines of text separated by completely blanklines; please write only in the blank lines, and do not make any marksin the middle of a line of text.Each time the participants start working on a different piece of theroute, write on the transcripts just before the first thing that issaid as part of the discussion:start (start point, end point)where start point and end point are the numbers of the crosses you havemarked on the map which correspond to that particular piece of route.You can decide where sections start and end on the transcript beforeyou mark the map, or do both as you go along, and leave the numberinguntil the end, when you are sure you have decided on all the points onthe map.If it's the first time that the participants are working on that partof the route, write "normal" after the numberseg start (1,2) normalIf they are reviewing a part of the route that they've already talkedabout, write "review" after the numberseg start (5,6) reviewIf they are discussing something which will be dealt with later, but24



which the instruction-follower is not meant to draw now, write"overview" after the numberseg start (3,5) overviewSometimes one of the pair will make a comment about something which isnot relevant to getting around the route, on a subject like theweather, the shape of the room, or the pen they are using. In thiscase, mark the beginning of the section"start irrelevant"and the end of it"end irrelevant".If they are in the middle of a discussion of a part of the route whenthey talk about the irrelevant topic, and they continue thisdiscussion afterwards as if nothing had happened, there is no need tostart a new numbered segment. So you could end up with something likestart (2,3) normalGIVER: talk talkFOLLOWER:talk talkstart irrelevantGIVER: irrelevant talkFOLLOWER:irrelevant talkend irrelevantGIVER: talk talkFOLLOWERtalk talkstart (3,4) normalSo you will end up with the transcript and map looking something likethis: 25



start (1,2) normal

start (2, 4) overview

start (2,3) normal

etc.

4
5

1
2

3

When you have finished reading the instructions, we will give you partof a dialogue to mark, so that you can come back to us with anyquestions before we send you away with the four whole dialogues. Thesame two people were not involved in all four dialogues you will begiven; four people each had a turn at being instruction-giver andinstruction-follower.The whole dialogues will be numbered 1 to 4; please do them in thisorder.
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